We demonstrate that linear combinations of subregion entropies with canceling boundary terms, commonly used to calculate the topological entanglement entropy, may suffer from spurious nontopological contributions even in models with zero correlation length. These spurious contributions are due to a specific kind of long-range string order, and persist throughout certain subsystem symmetry-protected phases. We introduce an entropic quantity that measures the presence of such order, and hence should serve as an order parameter for the aforementioned phases.
Introduction. Topologically ordered phases are characterized by non-local quantum entanglement in groundstate wavefunctions [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the simplest and most widely used diagnostics for topological order is the constant correction to the area law scaling of the entanglement entropy [1, 2] , known as the topological entanglement entropy (TEE). More precisely, in ground states of local gapped spin systems in two dimensions, the entanglement entropy of an arbitrary region R with smooth boundary ∂R is expected to scale as [1] S R = c|∂R| − γ + . . . ,
for some nonuniversal constant c. The TEE −γ is a nonpositive constant correction to the area law. Refs. [1, 2] argued that γ = log D, using ideas based on the topological quantum field theories that describe 2D gapped phases in the long-wavelength limit. The quantity D is the total quantum dimension of superselection sectors in a model. To calculate the TEE in a given lattice model, one must separate the constant correction to the entanglement entropy from nonuniversal contributions due to boundaries, corners and other lattice details. This necessarily requires one to consider regions much larger than the correlation length of a model. A numerically convenient method to extract the TEE is to consider the vacuum minimally entangled state on an infinite cylinder, where a bipartition across a cut with no corners can easily be made, see Fig. 1 d) . The TEE term can then be extracted by a scaling analysis of the half cylinder entanglement entropy with the radius of the cylinder [5] . In Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] it was demonstrated that this method potentially suffers spurious contributions due to nontrivial symmetry-protected states along the cut. A quantity named the replica correlation length was identified in Ref. [8] , and the authors conjectured that both conventional and replica correlation lengths must be relatively small for the TEE to be reliably extracted via cylinder extrapolation.
The conceptually cleanest way to extract the TEE is to take a cleverly defined linear combination of subregion entropies, due to Kiaev and Preskill [1] , and Levin and Wen [2] , that is designed to cancel boundary contributions and furthermore corner contributions which are unavoidable in a lattice model:
S topo = I 3 (A, B, C) = S A + S B + S C − S AB − S BC − S AC + S ABC .
Here I 3 (A, B, C) is the tripartite information of three regions A, B, C. For the choice of regions shown in Fig. 1 b) Ref. [1] argued that S KP topo ≈ −γ while for the regions shown in Fig. 1 c) both Refs. [1, 2] argued that S LW topo ≈ −2γ, where KP and LW denote the different choice of regions respectively. It was argued that the preceding approximate equalities should become exact as the sizes of the regions become much larger than the correlation length.
A crucial ingredient in the argument that S topo measures a topological quantity is its invariance under deformations of the regions used to calculate it. In particular, it is required that under small deformations of the B region, far from region A, the following changes of subregion entropies cancel ∆S AB − ∆S A ≈ 0, and similarly for deformations of other regions. An analogous condition is required for deformations of a triple point where A, B and C meet. The authors of Ref. [8] did not find any cases where this method suffered from spurious contributions when applied to translationally invariant models 1 . In this work we demonstrate that the Kitaev-Preskill and Levin-Wen schemes to calculate the TEE may, in fact, suffer from spurious contributions when applied to translationally invariant models. Specifically, we find translationally invariant Hamiltonians with zero correlation length where the TEE extracted from a linear combination of subregion entropies differs from the true value by a nonzero integer, for arbitrarily large regions. This occurs for regions whose boundaries run along lattice directions that have an associated long-range string order. Such long-range string order is characteristic of an entire nontrivial subsystem symmetry-protected topological (SSPT) phase [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We introduce an entropic quantity, that is sensitive to the shape but not size of the region for which it is defined, which can robustly detect the presence of spurious contributions to the TEE. We focus our attention on zero correlation length Pauli stabilizer Hamiltonians to avoid finite-size effects. The Hamiltonians are defined on the square lattice with Q qubits per site and Q independent stabilizer generators per plaquette. We assume there are no relations between the stabilizers on disc-like patches (otherwise the ground space would be under-constrained and possess local logical operators). In the case that each stabilizer acts nontrivially on all sites adjacent to its plaquette, we find S KP topo = −Q for the regions drawn in Fig. 1 b) . We demonstrate below that this does not always match the expected γ of the topological phase the model lies in, and may be sensitive to the shape of the regions, in violation of assumptions that are relied upon to argue S KP topo ≈ −γ. An example with spurious TEE. The main example we consider is simply a cluster state [20] Hamiltonian, with qubits on the sites of a square lattice. Recently it has been recognized that this cluster state lies in a nontrivial strong SSPT phase [13, 19] . Our definition of the cluster state differs from the usual one by some coarse graining as shown in Fig. 1 a) , such that the rigid symmetries in Eq. 
Here X/Z stand for Pauli X/Z matrices, and I is the identity matrix. For completeness we have included relevant background material about stabilizer Hamiltonians, and our notation for other quantum gates, in the appendix. The ground state of Hamiltonian (2) can be constructed by applying a local unitary circuit, consisting of CZ gates applied to pairs of qubits connected by edges of the original square lattice, to the |+ ⊗N state, where |+ is the eigenstate of X with eigenvalue +1. Hence the Hamiltonian lies in the trivial topological phase and D = 1. Furthermore, since the correlation length is zero one would also expect S topo = 0. However, this is not the case. For the regions shown in Fig. 1 b) we find S KP topo = −2. This follows from the general consideration in the previous section, as there are no relations between the stabilizer generators and no nonlocal stabilizers for the regions considered. For the regions shown in Fig. 1 c) we find S LW topo = −2, and from the cylinder extrapolation method using the regions shown in Fig. 1 d) we find a −1 correction to the area law.
In fact, we find that both S topo quantities are not "topological invariants": first, they may jump by an integer under small deformations of the regions, in particular S KP topo = −1 after deforming the boundary to the dotted line in Fig. 1 b) . This lack of deformation invariance is due to a difference in the change of entropies ∆S B − ∆S AB = 1, which violates the conditions required for S KP topo to be insensitive to the choice of regions. Similarly, we find S LW topo = −1 after a small deformation of the boundary to the dotted line in Fig. 1 c) . A similar property holds for the cylinder extrapolation method, as was previously observed in Ref. [8] . Secondly, both S topo quantities may jump by an integer when a local unitary circuit is applied. Specifically, applying a product of (H ⊗ H)CZ(H ⊗ H) gates to pairs of qubits that are nearest neighbors along vertical lines through the lattice, given by translates of the dashed red line in Fig. 1 a) , we find S KP topo = S LW topo = −4. The definition of the above gates is given in the appendix.
To the best of our knowledge these spurious values of S topo for the square lattice cluster state were not previously noticed. This is likely because the majority of generic regions (not running along the directions of rigid symmetry) lead to S topo = 0. Furthermore, although ∆S AB − ∆S B = 0, for a large range of deformations S topo may remain invariant due to cancellations such as ∆S AB − ∆S B + ∆S AC − ∆S C = 0. Rigid string symmetries. We now demonstrate that the spurious contribution to S topo , and its jump under both local unitaries and small deformations of the regions from which it is calculated, can be accounted for by longrange string order.
Suppose the model of interest has a string-like symmetry, and consider the symmetry action restricted to an open segment of string. If the stringlike symmetry is not spontaneously broken, it cannot create topologically nontrivial particles at the endpoints. Hence it should be possible to locally annihilate the excitations created at the end points by acting in a neighborhood that contains them. The combined action of the open string followed by endpoint annihilation operators preserves the ground space. In particular for a stabilizer model that satisfies the topological order condition [21] [22] [23] the product of the open stringlike operator with the endpoint annihilation operators is again a stabilizer.
For the cluster example in Eq. (2), the relevant subsystem symmetry [19] is given by a representation of Z 2 ×Z 2 along each horizontal and vertical line generated by
The end point operators for the horizontal XI and IX symmetries in Eq. 
respectively. Similarly, for the symmetries along the vertical direction the endpoint operators are given by rotating the above by 90 degrees. If the stringlike symmetries are products of generators that have a wider support than the string itself, they may appear as nonlocal stabilizers at boundaries that run along the direction of the subsystem symmetry, such as for a bipartition of a cylinder. In this case the endpoint operators must also have a wider support than the string. Hence for a region contained within a disc, nonlocal stabilizers made up of symmetry strings with end point operators should only occur at boundaries along the direction of the subsystem symmetry with protrusions that accommodate each end point operator, such as the dotted deformations shown in Fig. 1 b) , c).
The appearance of nonlocal stabilizers is an important qualitative distinction between unbroken rigid stringlike symmetries and the more familiar deformable 1-form symmetries [17] . For unbroken 1-form symmetries, a stabilizer given by the product of a symmetry string with endpoint operators cannot be nonlocal for a sufficiently large region as it can be deformed into the bulk of the region and then decomposed into a product of local generators in a neighborhood that is fully contained within the bulk. Similarly for a decoupled stack of 1D SPT chains, a line symmetry with endpoint operators should be a product of local stabilizers contained within the same 1D chain, and hence not a nonlocal stabilizer. Counting spurious nonlocal stabilizers. We now define an entropic quantity S dumb that is insensitive to 1-form symmetries and decoupled stacks of 1D SPT chains, but is sensitive to rigid string symmetries that lead to spurious contributions to TEE. It is given by the tripartite information of three subsystems whose union forms 
which is approximately equal to the mutual information between A and C, conditioned on B, since S A + S C − S AC ≈ 0 when L is much larger than the correlation length. Hence for short range correlated states S dumb ≤ 0 by the strong subbaditivity of quantum entropy [24] .
If one assumes the entropy of a region takes the form given in Eq. (1), plus possible corner contributions due to the lattice cutoff , one finds S dumb ≈ 0. A nonzero value arises due to nonlocal constraints on the ABC subsystem that reduce S ABC but are not captured by a constant correction to the area law.
For general gapped local Hamiltonians with a nonzero (but finite) correlation length ξ, S dumb counts the number of independent nonlocal constraints on a dumbbell shaped region. Let us assume that all lengths L, l x , t, b are large compared to ξ. For simplicity further assume the dumbbell is oriented along the direction of a 1D rigid subsystem symmetry G = Γ , where Γ is a set of independent generators, and the endpoint annihilation operators act nontrivially on a disc of radius ξ. Then we can estimate S dumb ≈ −2|Γ|ξ/ , since for each generating group element, there will be 2ξ/ independent nonlocal constraints that cannot be deformed to lie within AB, BC, or AC, corresponding to segments of rigid string symmetry with endpoint operators that are "trapped" within A and C, see Fig. 2 for example. If the support of the endpoint operators is smaller than ξ the value of S dumb will be closer to 0. For the cluster state example we find S dumb = −2, for t, b > 0, since each generator in Γ only contributes a single nonlocal stabilizer due to the particular shape of the endpoint operators. Even in the more general setting, 1-form SPTs and stacked decoupled 1D SPTs should not contribute to S dumb as all constraints in the region ABC can be deformed into A or C for such models 2 . Although S dumb is not fully deformation invariant, as it depends strongly on the directions of the subsystem symmetries, it should not depend on the precise length of L, l x , t, and b, provided they are large compared to the correlation length. More generally, we expect it to be stable under deformations that leave all subregions, A, B, C, AB, BC, star-shaped 3 . The value of S dumb may jump under symmetryrespecting deformations of the Hamiltonian or the application of symmetry-respecting local unitary circuits. For a generic such deformation, which is assumed to increase the correlation length ξ, the value of S dumb should monotonically decrease. For small nonsymmetric Hamiltonian deformations we expect S dumb to decay exponentially with L, controlled by the string correlation length (see below), but remain insensitive to changes in l x , t, and b, for example see Figs. 3, 7, 8. We now argue that the spurious contributions to S topo are captured by the value of S dumb . For S LW topo , which is approximately given by a conditional mutual information in a similar fashion to S dumb , the excess spurious nonlocal stabilizers in ABC correspond to the same rigid stringlike symmetries with "trapped" endpoints that contribute to S dumb , see Fig. 1 c) for example. For S KP topo , one can understand the excess spurious tripartite information as being due to a certain kind of tripartite entanglement that also contributes to S dumb . Consequently S topo may not be local unitary invariant or deformation invariant when S dumb = 0. For the cluster state example S dumb = −1, for t = 0, captures the nonlocal stabilizers that lead to ∆S B − ∆S AB = 1 under the deformations shown in Fig. 1 . More generally S dumb , for t, b > 0, captures nonlocal stabilizers that cause S topo to jump under deformations of a region's boundary that runs along the direction of a subsystem symmetry. Hence S dumb < 0 for a stabilizer model implies the conditions needed to derive γ from S topo are not met. String correlation length and SSPT. A consequence of a nonzero value of S dumb is the existence of an infinite string correlation length. The string correlation length ξ string for a symmetry operator g 1,L of length L is defined by
The presence of an infinite rigid string correlation length is a defining property of an SSPT phase, since a 2D SSPT on a long cylinder can be viewed as a 1D (on-site) SPT and such phases are characterized by infinite string correlation functions 4 [25] [26] [27] . Furthermore, it should persist under symmetric perturbations until a phase transition is crossed. However, under an arbitrary nonsymmetric perturbation this property is reduced to a finite string correlation length.
Conversely, any SSPT whose edge projective representation [13, 19] cannot be trivialized by changing the projective representations of symmetry groups on individual rows leads to a nonzero S dumb , which remains nonzero under symmetry-respecting local unitary transformations. This is because the end point operators of symmetries on any given row must have support on a distinct row to be consistent with such a nontrivial projective representation (as it cannot be abelian). So-called strong SSPT phases always satisfy the above condition, see Ref. [19] for further details. We remark that the condition above is similar to a previously identified [8] sufficient condition for spurious TEE via cylinder extrapolation. More examples with spurious TEE. We have examined S KP topo and S dumb for a family of states that interpolate between the product state and the cluster state defined in Eq. (2), obtained by replacing the CZ gates by controlled-e iθ gates. While they have zero correlation length, the string correlation length is finite for θ < π (see the appendix for more details). For these deformed states, we have found a good agreement between S KP topo and S dumb for all values of θ, see Fig. 3 . As the deformation breaks the subsystem symmetries, we expect that S dumb (and also S topo ) should decay with L, which is indeed observed in the numerics, see Fig. 3 . We have also verified numerically that S dumb remains almost constant for w, l x → ∞ for generic values of 0 < θ < π, see Figs. 7, 8.
We have further checked that S KP topo − S dumb = −γ for a set of seven 2D stabilizer models with spurious TEE, obtained from compactifications of Haah's cubic code [28] [29] [30] [31] on slabs of width 3, 6, . . . , 21. For details about these, and other, examples see the appendix. These numerical results are consistent with the general considerations, and support the proposal that the S dumb captures the spurious contribution to TEE.
Discussion and conclusions. We found that bulk calculations of the TEE following Kitaev and Preskill [1] , or Levin and Wen [2] , may suffer from spurious nontopological contributions. We offered an explanation for such contributions in terms of nonlocal constraints originating from SSPT phases of matter [13] and introduced an entropic quantity S dumb to measure them. This leads us to conclude that not only the usual correlation length but all (rigid) string correlation lengths should be small, compared to the size of the regions involved in the calculation of S topo , if the TEE γ is to be reliably extracted. These observations were made concrete for a family of examples that interpolate between a trivial state and a cluster state that lies in a nontrivial SSPT phase.
Our results imply that the functional form of the entanglement entropy for a region R, given in Eq. (1), does not hold for states with nontrivial SSPT order. Furthermore, the addition of constant corner terms to Eq. (1) does not suffice to explain the spurious values of TEE we have found. To correctly account for the spurious TEE present in nontrivial SSPT phases, which have an infinite string correlation length, one must add a correction term to Eq. (1) that depends on the shape of the whole boundary ∂R in a nonlocal way. We remark that if the string correlation length is finite, then these correction terms become quasi-local (with magnitude decaying exponentially with the size of the feature that causes them).
Looking forward, it would be interesting to search for an entropic quantity, similar to S dumb , that is invariant under subsystem symmetry-respecting local unitary circuits. Along the same lines, it would be even more interesting to find an entropic quantity that distinguishes strong and weak SSPT phases [13, 19] .
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Stabilizer Hamiltonians
In this work we have mainly considered stabilizer Hamiltonians. For a stabilizer Hamiltonian i lattice sites
the terms (generators) h i must be local Hermitian Pauli operators that act on a neighborhood of site i and mutually commute. Pauli operators are tensor products of single qubit Pauli operators:
The Hamiltonian terms generate the stabilizer subgroup G := {h i } i , which should not contain a multiple of the identity α1 1 with α = 1. The models considered in this paper are defined on a square lattice with multiple qubits per site and interactions terms acting on sites adjacent to each plaquette. The projector onto the ground space is given by
where we have assumed that there are no relations between the local stabilizer generators h i (products nontrivially equal to the identity) for simplicity. By taking the trace of both sides we find |G| = 2 N , where we have further assumed that there is a unique ground state. The result is unchanged if there is a topological degeneracy and an arbitrary ground state is chosen.
We define the stabilizer group for any subregion of the lattice R to be the subgroup G R ≤ G of stabilizers that act as identity on the exterior of R. It is easily verified that the reduced density matrix on region R is given by
since the trace of any nontrivial Pauli operator acting on R c is 0 while the trace of the identity on R c is (N − N R ), where N R is the number of qubits within region R.
The entanglement Rényi entropies are defined as follows
for α → 1 we recover the von Neumann entropy. The entanglement entropy of a stabilizer state across the boundary of a region R is given by [32, 33] 
for all α, since the spectrum of ρ R is flat. When calculating the entanglement entropy of a stabilizer model it is important to ensure that all relations have been accounted for, and that all nonlocal stabilizers in G R (those that are supported on R but are not products of the local generators contained in R) are included in the counting [8, 34] . In this case the choice of Rényi entropy clearly does not matter. More generally it has been found that for topological properties, at long distances, the choice of Rényi entropy is unimportant [35, 36] . For the sake of ease, we have focused on α = 2 in our calculations for nonstabilizer models, where such a choice must be made. A CSS code [37, 38] Hamiltonian is a stabilizer Hamiltonian where the generators h i are all tensor products of either Pauli X or Z operators. It has been shown that translation invariant local CSS code Hamiltonians in 2D, satisfying a topological order condition, can be disentangled into a tensor product of toric code Hamiltonians, along with trivial Hamiltonians, via some choice of local Clifford circuit [39, 40] . Hence the TEE is a complete invariant for the topological phase of such models, as it counts the number of copies of toric code. An implication one can draw from the current work is that in the presence of subsystem symmetry this result must be refined. In particular if one demands that the local unitaries respect the subsystem symmetry one may find copies of toric code, possibly enriched by the subsystem symmetry, along with potentially nontrivial SSPT states.
Further examples Stacked 1D cluster states
In this section we introduce a model consisting of stacked 1D cluster states. We find that the model does not give rise to nonzero values of S topo or S dumb , however, this changes after a symmetric local unitary circuit is applied.
The local stabilizer generators are given by
this model is a weak SSPT. We find S KP topo = S LW topo = 0 and no correction via the cylinder extrapolation method. We also find S dumb = 0. However, as discussed above, these quantities are not invariant under symmetry respecting local unitary circuits. For example, we may apply a product of (H ⊗ H)CZ(H ⊗ H) gates along the vertical direction of the lattice and in the resulting model we find S dumb = −4, S KP topo = S LW topo = −4, and a −2 correction from cylinder extrapolation. For completeness we define the gates used above:
Zigzagging 1D cluster states
Here, we consider a model consisting of 1D cluster states stacked in a nontrivial zigzagging pattern. Although this model is classified as a weak SSPT, according to the definition in Ref. [19] , we show that it gives rise to nontrivial S topo and S dumb quantities. We make sense of this result by demonstrating that it is related to the 2D cluster state via a decoupled stack of 1D local unitary circuits, which do not change the result of our S LW topo or the horizontal S dumb . We remark that such zigzagging SPT states were previously noted to cause spurious TEE on the cylinder [7, 8] 
For this model we find S KP topo = −1, S LW topo = −2, S dumb = −2, and a −1 correction from the cylinder extrapolation method. We remark that one would find no spurious TEE from both Levin-Wen and cylinder extrapolation if the system is rotated by 90 degrees.
We make sense of these results by noting that the zigzagged cluster state is mapped to the 2D cluster state in Eq. (2) via a decoupled stack of 1D local unitary circuits, built from a product of CZ gates applied to nearest neighbor qubits along a row. One can verify that such a circuit does not effect the result of S LW topo or S dumb , aligned along the horizontal axis. Although the circuit is not locally subsystem symmetric, each decoupled 1D row is globally symmetric under the horizontal subsystem symmetries. We anticipate that such operations should be allowed in the relatively loose equivalence relations for SSPT phases [19] . Hence we expect the zigzagged cluster state and the 2D cluster state to lie in the same SSPT phase with respect to the horizontal subsystem symmetries only.
Global and 1-form symmetric cluster state
We consider a cluster model with a global Z 2 , and a 1-form Z 2 symmetry, with local stabilizer generators
where the first qubit on each vertex corresponds to the positive adjacent vertical edge, and the third to the positive adjacent horizontal edge. For this model we find S KP topo = S LW topo = 0, S dumb = 0, and no correction via cylinder extrapolation.
Compactified cubic code
In this section we consider a family of models for which −S KP topo − γ diverges. We remark these models are not simply constructed by stacking other known examples.
The simplest such model has 6 qubits per site of a square lattice that is specified by translates of the local stabilizer generators
This model is in the same topological phase as two copies of toric code, the fundamental excitations correspond to violations of single plaquette terms. The string operators are given by X 1 X 2 X 3 X 6 , Z 1 Z 2 Z 3 Z 6 and X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 , Z 2 Z 3 Z 4 Z 5 which create pairs of excitations on a single plaquette and
which create pairs of excitations on two corner sharing plaquettes. If the plaquettes are labeled with a checkerboard, different superselection sectors live on different colours. Translation acts to permute the anyons in a nontrivial manner, and one can verify that this model exhibits symmetry-enriched topological order corresponding to two copies of toric code with a nontrivial Z 2 action under translation, see Ref. [31] for further details.
We find S KP topo = −6, as there are no local relations amongst the stabilizer generators and no nonlocal stabilizers for rectangular regions. We also find S LW topo = −8. The cylinder extrapolation must be carried out with care in this case, since odd cylinder circumferences correspond to twisted boundary conditions, we consider a circumference L = 2n, n ∈ Z + and pick out the vacuum minimally entangled state by including the anyonic string operators that wind the cylinder. For n = 3k, k ∈ Z + we find a correction of −4, while for other n we find a correction of −2.
The model defined in Eq. (18) has a pair of Z 2 × Z 2 symmetries along each line in the x and y direction, one consisting of X operators and another consisting of Z operators.
We remark that translations along the orientation of these line symmetry act nontrivially on them, and hence the total group acting on each line is a nontrivial extension of the subsystem symmetries by translation.
For the model in Eq. (18) the endpoint operators depend on the string symmetry operator considered, there are three distinct options for X and Z horizontal strings, respectively, given by
and similar operators, rotated by 90 degrees, for vertical strings.
The above example is actually the smallest instance of a family of examples that arise from compactifications of Haah's cubic code [28] [29] [30] [31] . These models live on a square lattice with 2q qubits per site, for q ∈ 3Z
+ . The stabilizer generators are given by translations of the following 2q plaquette terms
where i ∈ Z q (additions are mod 2q). For this family of examples we find S KP topo = −2q, while the respective model lies in the same phase as < 2q copies of toric code. Specifically, for q = 3 · 2 i . Using the results of the bifurcating real-space renormalization group procedure in Ref. [41] , the number of toric codes is 2 i+1 , leading to a discrepancy of 2 i+2 , see Ref. [31] for further details. For the models in this family, with q ≤ 21, we have numerically verified that S KP topo − S dumb = −γ.
String correlation length of deformed cluster states
We have looked at a family of short-range entangled states |θ that interpolates between the |+ ⊗N state, for θ = 0, and the cluster state defined by Eq. (2), for θ = π. These states are produced by local unitary circuits as follows
where i, j denotes qubits that share an edge from the original square lattice shown in Fig. 1 a) , and 
This leads to a natural tensor network representation of the state |θ , found by contracting
tensors on vertices with
matrices on edges. It is known from the study of SPT phases in one dimension [26] that the gap of the entanglement spectrum λ 1 − λ 2 serves as an order parameter, obtaining the value 0 for nontrivial SPT phases. It is also known that longrange string order is a characteristic property of nontrivial SPT phases protected by an on-site unitary symmetry. Hence the string correlation length should diverge with − log(λ 1 − λ 2 ) as a nontrivial SPT phase is approached. A rescaled reduced density matrix ρ/ Trρ 2 from a subregion of an SSPT state that supports a one dimensional symmetry can be thought of as a properly normalized one dimensional SPT state. Hence we can use the entanglement spectrum of such a density matrix to probe the string correlation length related to SSPT order. The entanglement spectrum in Fig. 4 was obtained by considering the reduced density matrix of |θ on a single row r of the lattice
All the Cθ gates that are not adjacent to row r cancel in this trace, leaving a low bond dimension matrix product operator (MPO) with local tensor
where
We perform the rescaling ρ θ / Trρ 2 θ such that the resulting MPO can be thought of as a one dimensional pure state |ρ θ . Next we perform a singular value decomposition of the one dimensional state with respect to a bipartition across some cut
where the set of states L s and R s are orthogonal. This can be found sequentially by singular value (or RQ) decomposing the MPO tensors to the right of the cut, starting at ∞, into a square matrix times an isometry, the former of which can be absorbed into the next tensor to the left along the chain
A similar process is carried out for MPO tensors to the left of the cut, and this is run until convergence. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We have also plotted − log(λ 1 − λ 2 ) in Fig. 5 . Similar to the above, when calculating the entropy of the reduced density matrix of |θ on some region R, only gates crossing the boundary ∂R contribute. This is because all gates that act completely within or completely outside R will cancel. For any integer Rènyi entropy S (n) with n > 1, see Eq. (12), the calculation of S (n) (ρ R ) can be reduced to a multiplication of matrices along the boundary ∂R. Here we focus on the case n = 2 for simplicity, as the result should not qualitatively depend on n anyway [35, 36] . From the tensor network representation of |θ one can derive the matrix that occurs for each unit length along a horizontal or vertical boundary
Contributions to the calculation of S AB . Corners related by parity lead to the same contribution. and for corners shown in Fig. 6 C := 2
For the regions contributing to S KP topo , see Fig. 1 b) , this leads to
S ABC =( L| E 2lx−2 CE 2ly−2 |R ) +++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ***************************************************************************************************** ********* ******************** ************************************************************************ 
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The results are shown in Figs. 3, 7, 8 . A nonzero value of S dumb is closely related to an infinite replica correlation length as defined in Ref. [8] . In particular, consider a model with sites on the vertices of a square lattice and stabilizer generators on each plaquette. Assume there are subsystem symmetry generators given by tensor products of X operators along rows or columns that are a single site wide. Further assume that each such rigid symmetry generator is not a product of local stabilizers with support on the relevant width one row (column). For such a model, the replica correlation length is infinite when calculated for a region consisting of an infinite strip (row or column) that is a single site wide. This is because one can use a pair of single site Z operators, that each anti commute with the same X line symmetry and are taken arbitrarily far apart, to construct a replica correlation function that is always equal to 1. This analysis applies, in particular, to the cluster model considered in the body of the paper. More generally, it applies to any stabilizer model with X subsystem symmetries and stabilizer generators that act nontrivially on all corners adjacent to a plaquette (technically we must further assume that no stabilizer in the model has a smaller support than these generators).
